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Hello,

I'm commenting on item 4-E-13-SP on the April 11, 2013 Knox MPC agenda for a sector plan amendment on
parcel 29 231 from AG to RC.

The existing sector plan is exclusively AG this general vicinity area and does not envision a commercial
designation in this area. It clearly expresses an intent that this corridor area should be an agricultural area and
does not recognize a need to establish a commercial node in this area; that area being served by the Gibbs
Crossroads commercial node to the northeast.

I understand that this is a small parcel, and that the proposed sector plan designation (RC) and zoning (CR) are
generally appropriate for this area. However, it would be the first time the sector plan has been updated to
indicate any type of commercial use in this area, and I believe that represents a significant change in the vision
for the northeast Tazewell Pike planning vision. Any changes like that should be proposed and debated during the
sector plan update process, and not through a spot-change to accommodate a rezoning request.

If approved, I fear that the precedent will allow other adjacent parcels to be redesignated. There are no controls on
how large a commercial node can become once established, and in almost every sector plan amendment
application I see, the justification "adjacent <commercial> designation to the <north,east,south,west>" appears
to be sufficient to extend this. How will the MPC control expansion of a commercial node at this intersection if a
sector plan amendment is passed? I don't see any mitigation or reasoning listed in the report.

I also find it hard to believe that this is an obvious or significant error or omission in the plan. The plan indicates
intent, and it can be incongruous with the underlying zoning when the plan is passed. There are other
commercially-zoned parcels in the area, and it seems clear that while the underlying zoning may have been
previously zoned commercial, the intent was clearly that this should develop as an agricultural and rural
residential area.

I'm also opposed to the rezoning of the property; just because the property has been used for commercial use
even though it was designated agricultural zoning doesn't mean that it should be forgiven and updated.

This item needs to be carefully considered, and in my view should not be approved. It's letting the camel's nose
into the tent by establishing a commercial precedent in the Northeast County sector plan for this area, without
any involvement or input from the community.

--Kevin
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